= e(x, t) is a homeomorphism for all tEI. We call e an ambient isotopy if e0 is the identity. A homeomorphism h: X-»X is said to be realized by an ambient isotopy e if ex = h. A subspace A of X is pseudo-isotopic to a point in A if there is a continuous map f'.AXI->A (called a pseudo-isotopy) such that if /(, tEI, denotes the map defined by ft(x) =f(x, t) then (1) fx is the inclusion map, (2) ft, t>0, is an embedding of A into A and (3) fo is a constant map.
The track of the pseudo-isotopy/ is f(A XI). An isotopy e: XXI-*X is said to be supported by a set F£A if et\ A-F is the inclusion for all tE 7. Finally, the cone over a space A is defined to be (A X I)/(A X 0).
The following theorem may be considered to be a generalization of [1] .
Theorem.
Let A be a compact subset of a Hausdorff space X where A is pseudo-isotopic to a point in X. Let h be a homeomorphism of X onto itself which is fixed on X -int A. Then, h can be realized by an ambient isotopy which is supported by the track of the pseudo-isotopy.
Proof. Let/: A X7->A be the pseudo-isotopy which shrinks A to a point in A. Define F:AXI^XXI by F(x, t) = (f(x, t), t). Let ir:AXI-^(AXI)/(AX0) be the projection. Then, the function itself is a homeomorphism. Thus, (Fw~1)TKTr~1(Fir~1)~1 = PKF-1which takes P(^4 XT) onto itself is a homeomorphism. Notice that FKF*1 is the identity on the frontier of F(AXI) in XXI.1 Now define E:XXI-»XXI by E\ F(A XI) = FKF~l and E\(XXI)
-int F(A XI) = 1-Since F(A XI) is compact, it is closed in XXI and so it is easy to see that £ is a homeomorphism. Let e:XXI-*X be defined by the condition E(x, t) = (e(x, t), t). It is easy to see that e is the desired ambient isotopy.
